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 NAT Norwegian actions:

 Observe the LTTE in Norway

 Campaign against the LTTE

 NAT international actions:

 Trace the LTTE international network

 Trace the Norwegian funds given to the LTTE

 Network building



 “LTTE is probably the most 
sophisticated terrorist organization in 
the world”

Terrorism expert Dr. Magnus Ranstorp

Dr Magnus Ranstorp is Chief Scientist at the Centre for Asymmetric Threat 
Studies at the Swedish National Defence College 



In order to understand why Norway is 
supporting the LTTE it is important to 
understand the LTTE organization success 
in Norway



 Norway has more than 12.000 Sri Lankan Tamils 

 The Tamil Diaspora either voluntary support or extorted to 
participate in the funding of the LTTE

 LTTE Cultural and educational programs offers services 
from cradle to the grave for the Tamil Diaspora. These 
activities are funded by the Norwegian Government and 
municipalities

 The Sri Lankan’s is Norway most valued immigrants, but 
the LTTE  damages their reputation



 The LTTE has buildt an impressive political 
network in Norway:

 Secured Norwegian funding for the LTTE front 
organsiations in Norway

 Secured Norwegian funding for the LTTE  and it 
Sri Lankan front organisations 

 Secured Norwegian political support for the LTTE

 Uses the Norwegian MFA as an international door 
openerer



 Strong and skillful leadership of the Norwegian 
LTTE the last decade

 LTTE has previously had a limited criminal activity 
against non-Tamils

 LTTE have built impressive cultural activities and 
community services for Tamils

 LTTE front organizations have been able to get 
funding from the Norwegian Government and 
Municipalities.

 LTTE have built a strong propaganda organization

 LTTE’s good intelligence has been able to “recruit” 
Norwegian politicians and bureaucrats to be their 
loyal friends

 Norwegian LTTE leader Y. Balasingham nominated 
for a Norwegian Parliament seat in 2005. He was 
elected into the Oslo Municipality parliament in 
2003

 LTTE have successfully lobbied 
Norwegian politicians, media, 
bureaucrats and organizations 

 LTTE have been able to use the Tamil 
Diaspora’s excellent reputation to 
their favor

 LTTE have been able to sell the lie 
“LTTE is the sole representative of the 
Tamils” in Norway

Yogarajah Balasingham,  one
of the Norwegian LTTE leaders
behind the LTTE success in 
Norway. 
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 Important in the LTTE fundraising in 
Norway

 Collect information about Tamil dissidents

 Threat and harass Tamil dissidents and 
others seen as a threat to the LTTE

 Collect information of political and 
military value. Recruitment of  Norwegian 
corrupt officials

 Acquire weapons

 Increasing criminal business activities in 
Norway
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 LTTE admits substantial fundraising in Norway

 Norwegian LTTE leader Y. Balasingham admits actively participating in 
the fundraising. Balasingham tells Aftenposten more than 80% of 
Norwegian Tamils give funds to the LTTE

 Tamils who not voluntary pay to the LTTE is threatened. The LTTE 
extortion of the Tamil Diaspora is ignored by Norwegian police

 According to the figurers provided by the Norwegian LTTE and TCC 
leaders the LTTE raises more than ten million US dollars from the Tamil 
Diaspora in Norway per year

 LTTE is also raising funds from Norwegians through TRO. Norwegian 
newspapers run by LTTE sympathizers have TRO ads and TRO used the 
Tsunami to raise funds from Norwegians

Source: Aftenposten 26 February 2005



 A LTTE front

 Receive funds from the Government of Norway 
and from Government of Switzerland (source : 
TRO tapes.)

 Receive funds from various Norwegian NGO’s and 
multiple International NGO’s

 Funds raised in the TRO organizations in the 
Diaspora are allegedly used to fund arms 
procurement



 Norway give aid to SL organizations 
favorable to the LTTE and the Norwegian 
facilitation

 Norway give aid to Sri Lankan journalist and 
journalist organizations

 Norway give aid to Sri Lankan politicians



 Norwegian organizations funds film project 
about two Christian LTTE Black Tigers girls. 

 Darshika, the main character, wanted to 
become a nun when she was little. Her mother 
explains her deep devotion to the ideals of the 
church. At 12, she disappears from her mother, 
falling into the hands of the guerrilla

 The movie is made with the help and approval of 
the LTTE

 http://www.snitt.no/mdtt/prints/movie.htm



 Norwegian Ministers 
participating in LTTE 
memorial and fundraising 
events:

 Prime Minister 
Stoltenberg

 Finance Minister 
Kristin Halvorsen 

 Education Minister 
Kristin Clement 

 Justice Minister Odd E. 
Dørum Picture from a LTTE memorial and 

fundraising event in 2005 at Tamil 
Resource Centre in Oslo



 Erik Solheim do not return calls 
from Norwegian Tamil 
dissident leaders

 Erik Solheim do not participate 
in Sinhalese and Tamil dissident 
conferences in Oslo

 Erik Solheim participates in 
multiple LTTE memorials, 
conferences, propaganda and 
fundraising events. 

Erik Solheim and the Norwegian LTTE leader
Yogarajah Balasingham in LTTE memorial
and fundraising event in 2006



 A political nobody before the LTTE made him a 
world “renowned” peace facilitator

 Solheim is the extended arm of the LTTE

 Solheim has ignored Tamil dissidents and the SL 
political opposition from day one in the 
facilitation

 Solheim say*: “The LTTE will never be classified 
as a terrorist organization by Norway”

* Erik Solheim interviewed by the newspaper Dagsavisen, 11th September 2006



 The extortion of the Tamil Diaspora

 The drugs trade

 The Credit card fraud

 Currency forfeiting operations

 Cooperation with other terrorist groups and 
international crime organizations.



 LTTE recruited the Norwegian police officer Ole 
Herman Nyhusmoen

 Police officer Nyhusmoen has admitted to have 
sold passports and arms to the LTTE

 The LTTE cadre Mike Daniel Jeya was convicted 
to 2 years and nine months in prison

 The police officer Mr. Nyhusmoen received only 
two years prison for his crimes.



 Norway was forced to act against the LTTE cadre Mike 
Daniel Jeya and Police officer Nyhusmoen due to arrests 
in Thailand, Germany and France

 The District attorney in the passport case did his utmost 
to downscale the crimes committed by the defendants

 Norwegian police liaison officer flown in from Bangkok to 
explain to the court the LTTE is not a terrorist 
organization!!!

 Former CIA director for Al-Qaida operations  Mr. Mike 
Shauer says LTTE passport sale business could be a 
security problem



 National Criminal 
Investigation Service 
(NCIS) says 95.000 
Norwegian Passports 
are missing.

 Interpol director 
Ronald K. Noble sad 
132.294 Norwegian 
Passports are 
missing.



 The  Immigration Police in 
Pattaya arrested three Sri 
Lankans with fake 
passports 27th March 2007.
Mr. Somaratane Kanishka 
Manoj aged 33, Mr. 
Arumugam Navaratnom 
aged 30 and Mr. Nadarajan 
Prasat aged 26 

 Australian Embassy in 
Bangkok says these 
individuals are part of a 
large International fake 
passport network



 Norway’s largest card fraud case

 5,3 million NOK has been stolen

 Funds nowhere to be found

 Reveals LTTE cooperation with 
the Norwegian “under world”  
and foreign mafia organizations

 The Norwegian LTTE seems to 
be exporting the card fraud 
world wide. The picture show 
arrested LTTE cadre in Phuket 
with 5000 credit cards



 Links to United Kingdom, 
Lebanon, Kenya, Canada, 
Sweden and Germany

 Tamil owned restaurants 
and sex clubs involved



Yes No

Provide a venue for the parties to meet? X

Help the parties to communicate? X

Fund LTTE organizations in Sri Lanka and Norway? X

Provide six tons of electronic equipment to the LTTE? X

Arranging and paying for LTTE propaganda trips? X

Providing military intelligence to the LTTE? X

Fund LTTE friendly Sri Lankan organizations? X

Helping the LTTE to avoid terrorist listing in the EU? X

Covering up LTTE violations of the CFA? X



 Norway has awarded the 
LTTE for CFA violations:

 More funds to the LTTE

 Three LTTE propaganda trips 
paid by Norway

 Norwegian diplomats lobbying 
against terrorist listing of the 
LTTE

Norwegian funding of the LTTE
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Source: SLMM statistics of accumulated CFA violations, and Norwegian funds given to the LTTE in Sri Lanka

LTTE has committed 3491 CFA violations
and Norway has, year after year, increased 
the Norwegian aid to the LTTE
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 LTTE banned world wide
 The ban is not enforced properly 

 Arrests of LTTE fundraisers in 
France in April

 LTTE procurement officers 
arrested in India in April

 LTTE procurement officer 
arrested in Indonesia

 Indonesian General arrested after 
successful FBI operations. He will 
probably receive 10-20 years 
prison sentence

 LTTE cadres arrested in Thailand



 The Asean countries has been important in 
the LTTE arms procurement

 The Asean countries is doing their utmost to 
crack down on terrorism and important  
treaty is signed that will ensure more cross 
boarder cooperation



 The mortar attack on 
the US and Italian 
Ambassador

 The murder attempt 
on the Pakistan High 
Commissioner



 The US has declared 
arms to the LTTE as a 
threat against he USA!

 The US congressman 
Scott Garrett:  

“The LTTE is a 
threat to Americans 
World Wide.”



USA is afraid arms sold to  the  LTTE  could be used against the USA 



 Educate the police about the LTTE schemes

 Push for enforcement of terrorism ban

 Stop Norway and others who funds the LTTE

 Counter the LTTE disinformation campaigns



 In order to force the LTTE to the negotiation 
table their lines of supply must be the main 
focus

 90% of the LTTE funds comes from 
revenues outside Sri Lanka

 Most of LTTE arms supply has to be bought 
illegally and smuggled to Sri Lanka



The Tigers' previously effective PR spin has 

faltered, and they have become increasingly 

recognized as the terrorists they are.   
(Editorial 1. March 2007)



 Minister Douglas Devanada:

The Tigers have never cared for the 
welfare of the Tamil people. It exploits 
every opportunity to strengthen its 
position at the expense of the welfare 
of the Tamil people." 

 Tamil dissidents international media 
must be supported

 Asian Tribune intend to launch a 24 hour 
satellite radio “Eurasian Radio”



 The LTTE fat cats are 
embezzling funds and 
living in luxury

 The LTTE leaders are 
sacrificing the Tamils 
sons and daughters

 The LTTE leaders 
children are taking 
university degrees and 
lives in luxury

Adele Balasingham handing out cyanide 
capsules to children.
She and her late husband lived a life in 
luxury in London funded by money extorted
from the Tamil Diaspora.  She should be 
arrested for her crimes against humanity.



 The Lockerbie victims sued Libya for helping 
the terrorist committing the act:

 Each victim family was awarded more than ten 
million US dollars

 Libya paid the victims

 Sri Lankan victims of terrorism should sue 
Norway for its funding and support of the 
LTTE



EVIDENCE 
AVAILABLE 

TODAY

Investigation 
in Sri Lanks

International 
investigation

Investigation 
in Norrway



 The LTTE is a terrorist 
organization

 Norway knew LTTE was 
a terrorist organization 
prior to the funding 
started

 The Norwegian funding 
increased despite of 
monthly reports 
documenting LTTE 
atrocities

 The LTTE front 
organizations in Norway 
receive Norwegian 
Government funding

 Norway has neglected to 
stop the LTTE 
fundraising in Norway

We can prove:



 Erik Solheim definition of terrorism*:

“ Terrorism is planned attack on 
civilians” 

* Erik Solheim interviewed by the newspaper Dagsavisen, 11th September 2006

A father is grieving his murdered son who lost 

his life in the LTTE claymore mine attack on a 

civilian bus in Kebitigollawa. Most nations call 

attack on children and pregnant women for 

terrorism. Erik Solheim disagrees and increases 

the Norwegian funding and support for the 

LTTE!



 Is Norwegian secret funds used to 
manipulate Sri Lankan elections?

 Is Norwegian secret funds used to give 
additional funds to the LTTE?

 How much secret funds has been used in the 
Sri Lankan “facilitation”?



 Signed affidavits from 
Colonel Karuna

 Documentation of 
Norwegian payments to 
the LTTE

 Documentation of the 
Norwegian involvement 
in delivery of six tons of 
electronic equipment to 
the LTTE

 Documentation of 
General Telefsens 
assistance to the LTTE in 
order to avoid SL Navy 
inspection of a gun 
smuggling vessel

 Documentation of the 
LTTE terrorism 
committed after the 
Norwegian 
Governmental funding 
of the LTTE



 “Norway is important for 
the funding of LTTE 
terrorism in Sri Lanka”

 “Norway gives 250.000 
US dollar in cash to LTTE 
together with the 
electronic equipment”

 “Norway is manipulating 
Sri Lankan politics” and 
“Norwegian embassy is 
paymasters for the LTTE”

Source: Asian Tribune and Tamil Broadcasting 
Corp. interviews with Colonel Karuna Amman

Norway should verify or deny these allegations!





Source: http://www.asiantribune.com/show_news.php?id=16183

Colonel Karuna allegations:

Source: http://www.asiantribune.com/show_news.php?id=11651

http://www.asiantribune.com/show_news.php?id=16183
http://www.asiantribune.com/show_news.php?id=11651


 Only LTTE has all the facts related to the content of the six tons of 
equipment

 Indian intelligence report the equipment is used to ease drop on GOSL

 Indian intelligence also report the equipment is used to trace and kill 
political enemies 

Source: Asian Tribune 22 July 2004



 Provided the LTTE with 
intelligence information

 Thanks to the 
intelligence information 
a LTTE vessel smuggling 
escaped

 Removed as leader of 
SLMM after the LTTE 
cooperation was 
exposed



 The Norwegian help to the LTTE related to the six 
tons of electronic equipment has created a lot of 
controversy and unanswered questions. 

 Did the “mystery” shipment contain V-Sat equipment 
and/or equipment that had a military use?

 Why all the secrecy around the shipment?

 Why wanted Ambassador Westborg the mail related to 
the shipment sent to his private address and not to the 
Embassy? 

Listen to the phone conversation between Ambassador Westborg and LTTE secretariat leader Puldeevan

http://www.svik.org/Videos/ambatamil.mp3
http://www.svik.org/Videos/ambatamil.mp3

